Abstract. There are two types of destination interdependence; one arises because of people's preferences towards destination activities, and the other because of the locational arrangement of space. Destination interdependence affects spatial behaviour. In a previous paper it was shown that the conventional gravity model can handle neither aspect of destination interdependence. In this paper it is shown that the competing-destinations model, as a reformulated gravity prototype, is at best able to describe only locational structure effects.
The problem
The gravity model has been criticized for being 'misspecified' [see Sheppard (1984) for a review] in the sense that the model does not capture contextual effecs, and the competing-destinations model was proposed to overcome this problem (Fotheringham, 1983a) . The literature contains reports on two types of context: the socioeconomic context that constrains the decisionmaker's choice (Burnett and Hanson, 1982; Hagerstrand, 1970; Pred, 1977) , and the structural context of locational configurationw and consumer preferences (Borgers and Timmermans, 1987; Eagle, 1988; Fotheringham, 1981; Lo, 1991a) . It is the structural context of spatial interaction or destination interdependence that has preoccupied recent attention.
Previous attempts to examine destination interdependence have concentrated mostly on the locational structure issue, with insufficient attention given to the economic preference question (Cliff et al, 1974; Curry, 1972; Fotheringham, 1983a; Griffith and Jones, 1980; Ishikawa, 1987; Roy, 1985) . Although Fotheringham (1983b) and Roy (1985) recognized economic substitution, the idea was not systematically treated until I wrote about the distinction between locational and economic interdependence (Lo, 1991a) .
I feel that the competing-destinations model is capable of distinguishing locational structure effects but not economic preference effects. A simulation approach is used to test systematically a system-wide competing-destinations model across experimentally controlled choice contexts (2) incurring different types of locational, as well as economic, interdependence. Although much of the spatial interaction literature on the gravity model has included both migration and retailing as examples, the literature on the competing-destinations model has so far relied heavily on the migration context. In this paper I use a retailing context to examine the competingdestinations model. The objective is to see if all aspects of destination interdependence are considered in this model. There is no a priori assumption that locational interdependence is relevant only to migration and that economic interdependence is relevant only to retailing.
(1) As in Lo (1991a) , I am hesitant to use the term 'spatial structure' although it is commonly used. I believe spatial structure is a term that encompasses various aspects of space, including its form, elements, organization rules, and interaction behaviour. < 2 > In previous attempts, Fotheringham (1983a; 1986) and Ishikawa (1987) used real world data to test origin-specific competing-destinations models. This paper can be regarded as a natural extension of my earlier work to define the various concepts of destination interdependence (Lo, 1991a) and to show how different spatial contexts can affect the gravity distance parameter (Lo, 1991b) . It represents a quasi-empirical testing of the concepts of destination interdependence against the competing-destinations model. In this paper I will demonstrate that the Fotheringham formulation is geared to identifying only the influence of spatial proximity on spatial behaviour.
There are five sections following this. In section 2 I briefly reiterate the differences between locational and economic destination interdependence. In sections 3 and 4 the competing-destinations model is outlined and the method of testing it is discussed. In sections 5 and 6 the results are analyzed and conclusions are drawn on the findings.
Destination interdependence
Destinations can differ in the goods they provide, the attributes they possess, and the locational arrangement they have. The first two differences define economic destination interdependence, and the last difference defines locational destination interdependence. This distinction corresponds to the 'substitution' and 'spatial structure' effects discussed in Borgers and Timmermans (1987) and is explicitly made in Lo (1991a) .
In a previous paper (Lo, 1991a) I argue that destinations can be independent of, competing against, or complementing one another both in locational and in economic terms. Two types of economic forces can affect spatial behaviour. They are economic substitution between trip-end activities, and economies of scale (or scope) in trip-making. Economic substitution accounts for economic interdependence, and scale economies in trip-making account for locational interdependence. Economic substitution deals with consumer preferences towards the underlying destination activities and/or attributes. Scale economies or diseconomies are the results of the combined influence of the locational arrangement of the destinations and trip structure.
The degree of economic interdependence among destinations is a function of the type of substitution available, as well as of the magnitude and strength of substitution. A system with destinations that are all perfectly substitutable is more economically interdependent than a system with only two such destinations. In the same manner, a system with two perfectly substitutable destinations is more interdependent than a system with two imperfectly substitutable destinations. This is because with the first system a change in the position of any one destination may drastically alter the trip-making pattern.
Trip-end activities, whether substitutable or complementary, can be supplied in localities that are either relatively separate from one another, or in close proximity to one another. The 'isolated localities' case provides a low degree of locational interdependence. The close proximity case is characterized by a high degree of locational interdependence, indicating spatial competition or spatial agglomeration forces. According to Fotheringham (1985) the presence of competition and agglomeration forces is related specifically to the location of potential destinations relative to one another. The argument is: competition exists when the probability of visiting a particular destination decreases as that destination is located in closer proximity to other destinations, ceteris paribus; agglomeration exists when the probability of visiting a particular destination increases as that destination is located in closer proximity to other destinations, ceteris paribus. This implies that with spatially complementary locations the probability of locations being visited decreases when competition forces operate and increases when agglomeration forces are in effect.
The effects of agglomeration and competition are analogous to forces behind the economies and diseconomies of scale in trip-making; this depends upon the structure of the trips. On the one hand, when the underlying trip structure is primarily multipurpose, then accessible or spatially complementary destinations are more attractive than the inaccessible or spatially independent ones because of the economies of scale in the underlying travel activities. On the other hand, accessible destinations may discourage single-purpose trip-makers from going there because of the congestion costs involved. This is equivalent to saying that spatially complementary destinations create diseconomies of scale in single-purpose trip-making. Hence, agglomeration forces are related to more complex trip structures in the same way that competition forces are related to simpler trip structures.
Spatial competition and/or agglomeration can modify the degree of economic substitution perceived by the trip-makers. Other things being equal, competition effects may induce the consumer to travel a bit further, and hence weaken the elasticity of economic substitution between two destinations. Conversely, agglomeration effects, in making accessible destinations more attractive, may strengthen the elasticity of economic substitution between two destinations.
The competing-destinations model
It is now well known that inadequate treatment of destination interdependence causes the distance parameter estimates in the gravity model to vary. Many authors, including Sheppard (1980) and Fotheringham (1983a; 1983b) , have argued for the importance of destination interdependence in affecting origin propensity and destination attractiveness. The most notable is the work of Fotheringham. Considering interaction as a result of a two-stage decisionmaking process, he reformulated the conventional gravity model by including a potential accessibility variable, which yielded a competing-destinations model having the general form:
where I t j represents the interaction volume between origin / and destination y; O t represents the propulsiveness of /; Dj represents the attractiveness of y; F tj represents the spatial separation between / and y; Ay represents the relationship between destination j and all other destinations available to origin i; and £ { j represents a random error component.
A tJ is the potential destination accessibility variable, defined as
where the summation is over all possible alternative destinations, k, available to origin / and hence excludes i and y. This potential accessibility variable measures the relative location of a destination with respect to all other destinations, and has an associated accessibility parameter [see equation (6)] that indicates the presence of agglomeration or competition forces in a spatial system. A positive accessibility parameter denotes spatial agglomeration, and a negative parameter indicates spatial competition.
The competing-destinations model represents an attempt to improve on the shortcomings of the gravity model. Empirical work with origin-specific productionconstrained models has illustrated the relationship between the distance parameter and origin accessibility. Gravity models produce distance paramater estimates that are more negative for inaccessible origins and less negative for accessible origins (Fotheringham, 1983a; Ishikawa, 1987) . The same studies also indicate that the gravity distance parameters are generally less negative than the competingdestinations distance parameters, implying that the latter are more stable than their gravity counterparts.
However, in looking explicitly at destination accessibility with the competingdestinations model I am only attempting to consider locational interdependence. The competing or complementary forces that I argue for are forces implicitly pertaining to the economies of scale in trip-making. As earlier argued, they complement the economic force of substitution, and economic destination interdependence is not looked at with this model.
Method of analysis
My objective in this paper is to test the competing-destinations model to see if both locational and economic interdependence are considered and hence determine if the distance parameter truly reflects the deterrence of distance to interaction. Based on discussions in sections 2 and 3, I propose to test the following hypothesis: the accessibility parameter of the competing-destinations model reflects the effect due to locational interdependence but not the effect due to economic interdependence.
To test the hypothesis, I initiated a simulation framework in which attributes pertaining to locational structure and substitution preferences were systematically varied. The spatial translog demand model formed the backbone of the simulation. This model, derived from a flexible utility function and discussed in detail in Lo (1990) , is useful in this exercise because it contains variables and parameters that can incorporate both locational arrangement and economic preferences, the composites of destination interdependence. It has the following form:
where X^ is the demand for trips to destination j by a household in /; P tj is the effective price (freight-on-board price plus transport costs) the household pays for the good or activity at destination y; Y t is the total income to the household at / within a specific time period; q t j is the normalized price of the good or activity at j to the household at i; a } is a 'distribution' parameter describing the budget share the household is prepared to spend on j when goods or activities at all destinations are independent; Pj k is a 'substitution' parameter characterizing the relationship between the goods or activities at destinations / and k as viewed by the household. Assumptions in the model are: fixed-bundle purchases, single-purpose trips, and the possibility of multiple destinations for a specific purpose. The model variables and parameters that measure spatial configuration and consumer preferences include Py, a jy and /? y .
The simulations assume shopping as the context, utilize hypothetical data imposed on a simple spatial system of four origins (with identical individuals in each) and five destinations (similar in all aspects except for the activities they support), assume a total population of 400 households, and assume a total system income of 400000 units. They were previously described in Lo (1990) . This paper centres on two scenarios [scenarios 1 and 3 in Lo (1991b) ]. In the first scenario destination configurations are examined and in the second one substitution patterns are examined. In both scenarios there is a baseline simulation with which other simulations in the same scenario can be compared.
Each simulation experiment in each scenario provided one set of shoppinginteraction data. These were used in Lo (1991b) to estimate a system-wide production-constrained gravity model and are used here to estimate a systemwide production-constrained competing-destinations model. Production-constrained gravity models, unlike their attraction-constrained and doubly-constrained counterparts, are always "misspecified" (Fotheringham, 1984, page 530) . Such a format was used because it follows the convention for intraurban shopping trips and it enables investigation into parameter variation more readily. System-wide parameters were estimated here because they have not been systematically examined in the past; in all previous attempts origin-specific parameters were examined and it was argued that system-wide parameters were the average of all the origin-specific parameters pertaining to that system.
The production-constrained gravity model in Lo (1991b) has the form:
and the production-constrained competing-destinations model here is denoted by:
where g t represents the balancing factor used to ensure that the sum of all estimated flows from any origin, /, equals the total observed for that origin, and w represents the accessibility parameter. In both models the distance function assumes an exponential form:
with </> being our controversial distance parameter, and d tj a measure of separation between i and y. In this form, distance is perceived in a linear manner, as normally used to analyze intraurban shopping trips. In all cases the distance parameters and the accessibility parameters were estimated by the maximum likelihood method. The SIMODEL algorithm (Williams and Fotheringham, 1984) was employed. In the calibration of the distance and accessibility parameters from the translog data a controlled experiment was imposed that enabled one to tell how changes in destination interdependence could lead to changes in these estimates.
Based on the above discussion, a group of subhypotheses, HI to H8, were formulated. Some of these are fairly obvious, but they are listed and tested to provide an overall picture of what the competing-destinations model can and cannot be used to do. Let y, 0, and w be the gravity distance, competing-destination distance, and accessibility parameters, respectively; and let b index the base simulation, and /, m, and n index other simulations in each scenario. Table 1 lists the gravity distance parameters, the competing-destinations distance parameters, the accessibility parameters, and some goodness-of-fit statistics from the competing-destinations model calibrations. All distance parameters and accessibility parameters have the expected negative sign. That on the accessibility parameters is because of the fact that in the translog simulation individual households are required to make single-purpose trips to all the destinations in the set, and this makes all destinations necessarily competing. The results confirm two previous findings based on the calibration of originspecific models. First, competing-destinations distance parameters are, in general, more negative than the gravity distance parameters.
Second, in all but two cases (simulations 1 and 19), the competing-destinations model yields better goodness-of-fit statistics than the gravity model. This implies that the inclusion of an accessibility variable improves model performance and enhances model predictability. This result is not surprising because there are more explanatory variables with the competing-destinations model than with the gravity model. Perhaps, the testing of the difference between the competing-destinations i?
2 -value and the gravity # 2 -value is pending.
Locational interdependence and the parameters
Simulations 1 to 10 were used to examine the role of locational interdependence. Simulation 1 was the baseline simulation and in all ten simulations [models Ml to M10 in Lo (1991b) ] the following were assumed:
(1) fixed system income and population; (2) even income and population distribution among the origins; (3) homogeneous households in terms of income and preferences; (4) identical destinations except for the goods they provide; (5) goods from all destinations sold in fixed bundles and at the same price. The only variations between these simulations were their spatial configuration. Although all of the simulations were contained in a system of four origins and five destinations and the positions of the origins were fixed throughout, the position of the destinations varied from one simulation to the next. In general, the first simulation had the destinations tightly clustering around the centre of the system, and subsequent simulations assumed increasingly more dispersed patterns of destinations. The three configurations in figure 1 illustrate the difference between a lower and a higher simulation, and table 2 provides a list of selected dispersion indices. A larger index signifies greater dispersion among the destinations. Table 3 is the result of comparing the distance matrix of each simulation with the distance matrix of the preceding simulation. Across the table the spatial setting moves from simulation 1 to simulation 10 and more origin-destination pairs become separated by greater distances.
We can now examine the accessibility pattern of these simulations. Origin accessibility, A t , and destination accessibility, Aj, are defined as:
In all cases origins 1 and 4 are less accessible than origins 2 and 3. Origin accessibilities are more similar in the higher simulations. Destination accessibilities decrease in all directions from the centre of the system, and they are more similar Lo (1990, page 403) . The dispersion index is equivalent to the nearest neighbour index in Taylor (1983, pages 156-162 in the lower simulations. Fotheringham (1984, page 539) argued that a pattern of declining destination accessibilities from the centre of the system imposed a strong 'bias' in the system-wide gravity distance parameter (that is, a big difference between the gravity and competing-destinations distance parameters) estimated from intraurban flows. Taking the above into consideration we can argue that as we move from simulation 1 to simulation 10 and the difference in destination accessibilities becomes greater the following should be observed:
(1) the accessibility parameter increases; (2) the difference between the gravity distance parameter and the competingdestinations distance parameter becomes bigger. Table 1 supports these expectations. Tables 4 and 5 , illustrating the accessibility parameters and the distance parameters respectively, provide further evidence for the meaning of the accessibility parameter and for the presence of the locational structure effect in the gravity distance parameter. For all the significance testings in this paper I used a Z test for individual parameter estimates and a Z test for the difference between means for intramodel and intermodel parameter differences (see Williams and Fotheringham, 1984 ). An intramodel difference refers to the difference between the gravity and competing-destinations distance parameters estimated for one particular spatial setting (for example, that of simulation 10). An intermodel difference refers to the difference in either the distance parameters or the accessibility parameters estimated from two different data sets (for example, simulations 5 and 8). Table 4 indicates significant accessibility parameters for simulations 4 to 10. This suggests two things. First, simulations 1 to 3 are characterized by weak spatially competing forces. This is indicative of their very similar destination accessibilities. Second, we observe increasingly significant spatial competition among the destinations in the other simulations. As destinations become more dispersed, their destination accessibilities are more dissimilar, and more of them are less attractive in the sense that they require more travel effort from the tripmakers. Closer destinations have an edge over the others in competing for trips from any origin and hence are more competitive. This observation shows that the accessibility parameter does capture contextual effects due to locational interdependence.
As the locational structure is marked by greater competition, the intramodel difference between the gravity and competing-destinations distance parameters becomes larger (table 1, columns 2 and 3). This, together with previous discussions, would suggest 'biasedness' of the gravity distance parameter, a commonly used terminology in the spatial interaction literature. However, further testing (with Table 4 . Accessibility parameter significance and intermodel comparison (simulations 1 to 10). 8 9 10 * * * *results reported in table 5) indicates that only with the last three simulations is the difference between the two distance parameters significant.
What does it mean when the accessibility parameter is significant but the two distance parameters are not different? Fotheringham (1984, page 533) showed that it is possible that "destination accessibility is a relevant explanatory variable of interaction patterns ... [and] the gravity distance-decay parameter estimate [is] unbiased". His argument is that no linear relationship exists between the logarithm of destination accessibility and the logarithm of distance. My suspicion is that when all the destinations have very similar accessibility measures or when the locational structure is fairly homogeneous, the trip-makers adopt a relatively indifferent attitude towards destinations, hence making trip choice a relatively random decision unaffected by the structure of space. In other words, when all destinations are similarly accessible the estimated distance parameter contains little locational structure effect.
The above discussion pertains to HI and H2. The simulation experiments did not unanimously support them, not because locational interdependence does not exercise an effect on the gravity distance parameter but rather because in some cases the locational structure is very homogeneous. With a homogeneous locational structure, destinations in the set are relatively independent of each other.
H3 and H4 can be tested by examining the intermodel differences in tables 4 and 5. H3 is again selectively accepted; that is, only for simulation pairs with more similar locational structures. With H4, the pattern of accessibility parameter difference is very similar to that of the gravity distance parameter. All these inferences are implying that, under heterogeneous locational structures, the distance parameter estimated by the gravity model is loaded with locational interdependence effects, and the accessibility parameter of the competing-destinations model can capture this. 
• 7 * a 8 * 9 10 Note: all significance testings were made at the 0.01 probability level. A bold number indicates a significant difference between the gravity and competing-destinations distance parameters. An * indicates significant difference between two gravity distance parameter estimates only. A • indicates significant difference between two competing-destinations distance parameters as well as two gravity distance parameter estimates.
Economic interdependence and the parameters
In simulations 11 to 23 [models M16, and M23 to M34 in Lo (1991b) ] the role of economic interdependence or the substitution effect was examined. Simulation 11 was the baseline simulation. This simulation was similar to simulation 5 in all respects except that income and population distributions were not even among the four origins. It hence had a structure with residential and shopping locations in both the inner and outer parts of the city (see figure 1) , and with all destinations providing independent activities. Income and population distributions followed a Pareto pattern, such that the percentage of population in a lower income origin was larger than in a higher income origin, and the distributions were derived from an arbitrarily drawn Lorenz distribution which compares cumulative percentage income with cumulative percentage population [see Lo (1988) for details]. The result of this is a 'poor centre, rich periphery' landscape with origins 1 and 4 having larger regional income shares (27% and 31%, respectively) than origins 2 and 3 (25% and 17%, respectively).
For all other simulations in this scenario, goods provided in different destinations were marked by varying aspects and varying degrees of economic interdependence. This last attribute served as the variant in this set of simulations. Although the variances were not as systematically arranged as those associated with scenario 1, the thirteen simulations can be grouped across the complement -substitute continuum and examined in four ways.
First, consider simulations 12, 11, and 16 in that order. They represent situations with two substitutable destinations, all independent destinations, and two complementary destinations, respectively. Both the distance parameter and the accessibility parameter become less negative as we move from simulation 12 to simulation 16.
Second, consider simulations 16 and 17 together, and simulations 16, 22, and 23 together. The former group is characterized by the presence of two and three complementary destinations, respectively. The latter group is associated with stronger complementarity in a two-complement setting. In both situations, the distance and accessibility parameters become less negative going from one (lower) simulation to the next simulation in the group.
Third, consider simulations 12, 13, 14, and 15. They are distinguished by having two, three, four, and five substitutable destinations, respectively. As the distance parameter becomes more negative the accessibility parameter becomes less negative. Last, consider simulations 12, 18, and 19, and simulations 15, 20, and 21 . The two groups are associated with two and five substitutable destinations, respectively. For each group each higher simulation is characterized by stronger substitution. For both groups the distance parameter changes in the same direction as with the case of more substitutes. However, the two groups differ in the direction of change of the accessibility parameter which becomes more negative in a two-substitute setting and less negative in a five-substitute setting.
We can now interpret the results as follows. First, in general, the presence of more or stronger substitutes or complements indicates increasing economic interdependence between one destination and the others. Greater economic interdependence between destination y and the others makes the other destinations more attractive at the expense of y, hence decreasing the probability of a visit to y, ceteris paribus. This explains why the system becomes less competitive and the accessibility parameter of the competing-destinations model declines in absolute terms (table 1, column 4).
Second, most of the accessibility parameters indicate significant competing forces (table 6, column 1). However, the competing-destinations distance parameters are no different from the gravity distance parameters (table 7, column 1). This implies that the accessibility parameters do not capture effects due to economic interdependence. They simply reflect the map pattern characterizing these models. These models have the same map pattern as simulations 5 and 11, both of which have significant accessibility parameters. These findings support H5 and H6.
Two other observations substantiate the above conclusion and support H7 and H8. First, as in scenario 1, a significant difference in the accessibility parameters of any two models or spatial settings (table 6) is accompanied by a difference in the gravity distance parameters (table 7) . But, unlike scenario 1, there are very few cases in which the accessibility parameters are significantly different; those few cases are marked by a strong variation in the number of substitutes versus the magnitude of substitution. Second, we consider the intermodel comparison of the gravity and competing-destinations distance parameters. The patterns in table 7 indicate similarity, affirming that the competing-destinations model is applicable to locational interdependence only. 
Summary and conclusion
Parameter stability is of concern in spatial interaction modelling. The fact that parameter estimates can be transferred spatially and temporally has economic and social implications on planning. Many authors (for example, Fotheringham, 1983a; Johnston, 1973; 1975) see size and configuration as the major attributes of parameter variation and see an accurate account of the locational structure of space as a solution to the problem. Fotheringham's reformulation of the gravity model to produce the competing-destinations model suggests that it is primarily the presence of spatial competition and spatial agglomeration forces that causes the distance parameter, calibrated by the gravity model, to vary across space and time. It also suggests that the competing-destinations model should stabilize the distance parameter.
I add that the underlying structure of the destination activities or the human perception of different locations as providing economic substitutes or complements has at least as important an influence on people's travel decisions as the physical layout of space. My argument is as follows: first, based on the fact that the demand for travel is a derived demand, it is economic interdependence that shapes the pattern of interaction; second, the locational arrangement of space and people's trip structure (which together define locational interdependence) help to modify and produce the ultimate pattern.
In this paper I have attempted to examine the issue of destination interdependence (of locational interdependence versus economic interdependence). I admit a limitation regarding locational interdependence. In section .2 it is argued that agglomeration forces are more associated with complex trip structures, and competition forces have more to do with simple trip structures. However, I have examined only simple trip structures. Presumably, the introduction of trip-chaining activities can provide a more complete picture of spatial competition versus spatial agglomeration.
Nevertheless, all hypotheses listed in section 4 are supported, though qualified in some cases. This affirms that the competing-destinations model, with its usually employed potential accessibility measure, at best includes spatial-configuration or locational-structure effects and does not include spatial structure (as defined in footnote 1) effects in general.
Several related observations are made. First, locational interdependence is prominent in heterogeneous locational structures; a homogeneous structure with similar accessibilities for all destinations yields locational independence.
Second, the widely received competing-destinations model is still inadequate in the modelling of spatial behaviour. It can still give rise to very different distance parameter estimates if people perceive a high degree of economic substitution in their decisionmaking environment.
Third, the variation in the distance parameter estimates with respect to economic interdependence is marked by regularity. Increasing economic interdependence makes the system appear less competitive. However, the competing-destinations distance decay parameter, under economic interdependence, can be more or less negative than one under economic independence. This depends on whether the system is more substitutable or more complementary.
The conclusion is that unless economic preferences are more fully considered modified gravity-type models can still yield variable estimates. The variations not only appear in the distance parameter but might also appear in the accessibility parameter, since the potential accessibility variable contains possible size effects due to economic substitution. A technical concern, of course, is whether it is possible to separate the two effects due to locational and economic interdependence. A further question is what should be done if the answer to the above is negative *
